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Introduction

• Comparative diachronic-functional accounts of 
grammaticalized evidential distinctions in the Greater 
Himalayan Region (GHR) convey a picture of the 
phenomenon which strikingly differs from that presented by 
Aikhenvald (2004, 2018). Most notably, while Aikhenvald
and the linguistic mainstream along with her follow Willett 
(1988: 91) in excluding agentive markers from the 
discussion, research on grammaticalized evidentiality in the 
GHR suggests that a descriptively adequate account must 
include such markers. 



• In fact, most of the evidential contrasts we find in this region 
may be said to involve ‘egophoric’ and ‘allophoric’ markers, 
that is, markers which mainly occur when the speaker 
respectively is and isn’t the subject in a statement 
(Tournadre 1991; Floyd, Norcliffe & San Roque 2018). 
However, nowhere do the contrasting evidentials keep to 
their ego- and allophoric domains in a strict fashion, and it is 
their overreaching uses which best allow us to distinguish 
their basic meanings.



Outline
1. The three basic types of evidential contrasts found in the GHR

A. Factual vs. sensory evidential
B. Privileged (conjunct) vs. non-privileged access (disjunct) 
C. Direct vs. indirect evidential

2. Characteristics which all these evidential contrasts share, and
which allow us to identify a diachronic mechanism that
distinguishes
• evidentials defined against other evidentials

from
• evidentials defined in their own right (such as inferentials and

reportatives)
3. Are there evidential contrasts in other regions of the world?
4. Conclusion



1. The three basic types of evidential contrasts
found in the GHR

A.I. Factual vs. direct evidence

A.II. High vs. low degree of personal involvement

A.III. Assimilated vs. newly-integrated knowledge

B. Privileged vs. non-privileged access

C. Direct vs. indirect evidence





insider

outsider



Map of the Greater Himalayan Region



A.1. Factual vs. direct

• Purik Tibetan: 

Contrasting with ’dug, which indicates that a present state 
was directly witnessed, yod indicates that the speaker simply 
knows this present state (Zemp 2017). 



Existential copulas in Purik Tibetan:
factual jot vs. direct evidential duk

• Statement:

• Question:



• (Simple, non-reported) statement:

• Reported statement:



Tense/aspect- or TA-alignment



Kyirong (Huber 2005) *V-s-yod vs. *V-s-’dug



Purik V-set (< *V-s-yod) vs. V-suk (< *V-s-’dug)

• That the factual construction is not only used when the
informant is the subject, but sometimes also when s/he 
isn’t, is also clear in Purik, where the two discussed
resultative constructions have come to primarily refer to
past events, as illustrated on the following slides.



V-suk (<*V-s-’dug) ‘V appears to have taken place’



V-set (<*V-s-yod) ‘(I know that) V has taken place’ 

•With informant-subject:



•With other subject:



Summing up

• In profiling a present state (viz. result of a past event), Proto Western 
Tibetan (see Zemp 2017) existential copula jot (meaning ‘is there’) 
became contrasted with the Simple Past duk meaning ‘stayed, was 
there’ – While the latter came to imply that the present state was 
recently witnessed, the former came to imply that the speaker simply 
knows it.



The ternary distinction of existential copulas in Ladakhi

• While Purik has two evidentially contrasting existential copulas, factual
jot and direct evidential duk, in Ladakhi, a neighboring dialect east of
Purik, a third existential copula denoting non-visual sensory
evidence evolved from the Simple Past rag *‘was felt’.

existential equative existential equative



A.2. High vs. low degree of personal involvement

• While Ladakhi thus has three evidentially contrasting existential 
copulas (jot, rak, and duk) but only one basic equative copula (in, 
Written Tibetan yin), the same rak became contrasted with the
equative copula (ji̱n) in the mid-western Tibetic dialect of Southern 
Mustang.



Southern Mustang equative copulas



Dege-Kham (Häsler 2001: 10):



Dege-Kham (Häsler 2001: 14, 15):



Southern Mustang Tibetan



Summing up: Tibetan yin vs. rag ~ re(d)

• In profiling an identity, the equative copula yin (meaning ‘is’) in Pre-
Southern Mustang Tibetan became contrasted with the Simple Past 
rag meaning ‘was felt’ – While the latter came to imply that an 
identity was felt from the outside, the former came to imply that the 
speaker simply knows it, and that s/he must have therefore been 
personally involved in it.



Mongghul (Southern Mongolic; cf. Chinggeltai 1989; 
Georg 2003; Faehndrich 2007; Åkerman 2012):

• ‘Subjective’ (= high personal involvement, HPI) -ii and ‘objective’ (= 
low personal involvement, LPI) -a predominantly occur when the 
speaker respectively is and isn’t the subject. However, they 
symmetrically deviate from this predominant pattern: -ii may be used 
when the speaker is not the subject of the event profiled when s/he 
was personally involved to a higher degree than one would expect 
from a non-subject, and -a may be used when the speaker is the 
subject when s/he was personally involved to a lower degree than 
one would expect from a subject. Thus, the two contrasting markers 
symmetrically encroach on each other’s domains.





Interim conclusion
• The discussed evidentials have no noticeable semantic effect when they

occur in their “typical environments” (egophoric markers with informant-
subjects and allophoric markers with other subjects), i.e. they don’t
express anything that isn’t already clear from the context (such as
personal pronouns denoting the subject). 

• Hence, in order to distinguish different types of ego- and allophoric
markers, we need to pay special attention to their uses in “atypical
environments,” where their semantics are manifested more clearly, 

• as best illustrated by Mongghul -ii and -a on slide 27;

• Purik V-set, on the other hand, cannot mean HPI on slide 17, as the
speaker has no influence on the melting of snow in (11) or the ripening
of wheat in (12) – instead, it appears to mean that the speaker simply
knows.



A.3. Assimilated vs. newly-integrated
knowledge

• A third type of evidential contrasts may be identified in Wutun
(Sandman 2016), a Sinitic language strongly influenced by Amdo
Tibetic.

• The contrast between Wutun -yek and -li, which may be analyzed as
respectively indicating assimilated and newly-integrated knowledge
about an ongoing event, is again illustrated by two “typical” and two
“atypical” examples on the next slide.



Wutun -yek vs. -li (Sandman 2016: 182, 183, 279):





Parallel developments: egophoric < copula

• ’dug ‘was there’, rag ‘was felt’, and li *‘became’ all originally
indicated past events, whereas the copulas with which they became
contrasted have always indicated a present state (or identity). 

• So, contrasting markers, which originally had distinct tense/aspect- or
TA-values, in the course of their evidentialization appear to have
aligned these TA-values.

• Their shared TA-value (present) reflects the contexts in which the two
forms became contrasted and defined against each other: they were
all contrasted in talking about a present state (or identity), and it is in 
this context that their contrasting evidential implications
grammaticalized together with the shared TA-value.





• “Factual,” “high personal involvement,” and “assimilated 
knowledge” are three subtypes of (factual) egophoric markers 
which may occur also when the speaker isn’t the subject – this 
distinguishes them from a second type of egophoric marker
identified in the GHR, which only occurs when the speaker is the 
subject, indicates privileged access (Hargreaves 2005) to the
information conveyed in a sentence and contrasts with an 
allophoric marker indicating non-privileged access.

• It is this fourth type of ego- vs. allophoric contrasts for which
Austin Hale (1971, 1980) proposed the term “conjunct-disjunct,” 
and besides Kathmandu Newar, we have been able to identify it
in West Himalayish Bunan, in Kaike, and in Dolakha Newar.



B. Privileged vs. non-privileged access
(conjunct vs. disjunct) 

• For all of the mentioned languages, we may observe that while the 
conjunct (= privileged access) markers in statements only occur 
when the speaker is the subject, the disjunct (= non-privileged
access) markers not only occur whenever the speaker isn’t the 
subject, but sometimes also when s/he is, namely to signal that s/he 
lacked the privileged access one would expect from such a subject 
(typically control over her/his own action).



Kathmandu Newar conjunct V-ā vs. disjunct V-a

(on purpose / by accident)







West Himalayish Bunan: conjunct V-ek (< 1st 
pers.) vs. disjunct V-are (< 3rd pers.)







B. Privileged vs. non-privileged access
(conjunct vs. disjunct) 

• For all the languages mentioned on slide 34, we may observe that while 
the conjunct (= privileged access) markers in statements occur only 
when the speaker is the subject, the disjunct (= non-privileged access) 
markers occur not only whenever the speaker isn’t the subject, but 
sometimes also when s/he is, namely to signal that s/he lacked the 
privileged access one might expect from a subject.

• That the egophoric marker has a restricted range of occurrence 
coincides with the fact that it contrasts with the only type of allophoric
marker (non-privileged, disjunct) that is defined negatively, namely, 
indicates restricted access to information.

• At the same time, the egophoric markers of this type have an inherent 
egophoric implication (prolonged involvement, first-person ending).



C. Direct vs. indirect

• The third main type of evidential contrasts has a less straightforward link with
egophoricity, but still – let’s quickly look at three subtypes found in the GHR:

i.   Amdo Tibetic past direct V-tʰæ vs. indirect V-zəç

ii.  Haixi-Deedmongol past direct V-lAA (< MM V-lUA) vs. indirect V-JEE (< V-
JUU)

• Only in Mongolic languages may the direct evidential be used also by
someone who performed the past event, while in Amdo Tibetic, it may only be
used by someone who observed it.

• The direct past category in some Tibetic varieties has the following
subdistinction: 

iii. informant-directed V-byung vs. neutral V-tʰæ (Kham)/V-soŋ (Ü-Tsang)



Ndzorge-Amdo (Sun 1993): 
direct *V-tʰæ vs. indirect *V-zəg [zəç]



Haixi-Deedmongol direct -lAA (vs. indirect -jee) 
subject  informant:

subject = informant = speaker (statement):

subject = informant = addressee (question):



The difference between direct evidentials in 
Tibetic and Mongolic

• While direct evidential V-lAA in Deedmongol may also be used by 
someone who performed the event profiled, V-tʰæ in Amdo Tibetic may
only be used by someone who observed it.

• The restriction of Amdo Tibetic V-thæ to non-agentive informants 
reflects the origin of the suffix employed, which meant ‘went past’, 
while the contrasting V-zəç derives from *V-s-’dug ‘is there, having V-
ed’

• While the ultimate origin of Deedmongol V-lAA is unclear (it derives 
from Middle Mongol direct evidential V-lUGA, for which see Brosig 2014: 
33–5), its use with agentive informants suggests that it originally 
indicated a (past) change of state (rather than a past movement like 
Amdo Tibetic V-thæ).



Direct past
informant-directed V-byung vs. neutral V-song/V-tha

• In some Ü-Tsang Tibetic dialects, *V-song (pronounced [-sõ] or [-so]) 
contrasts with *V-byung [-tɕũ] – both indicate a directly witnessed 
past event, but only V-byung one that approached the speaker, as 
described for Shigatse by Haller (2000: 92-93); for Lhasa by 
Tournadre & Dorje (2003: 147, 129-130, 167); for Dingri by Herrmann 
(1989: 69-70); and for Kyirong (V-bo vs. V-so) by Huber (2005: 121-
123).

• This is sensible, as byung originally meant ‘appeared’.

• An equivalent contrast is found in Dege-Kham Tibetic, where speaker-
directed V-byung contrasts with neutral V-the (discussed above for
Amdo), as illustrated on the next slide.



Dege-Kham V-ɕũ: (<byung) vs. V-tʰe: (<thal)
(Häsler 1999: 191, 193)



All of these evidential contrasts share the following characteristics

i. The contrasting markers are defined against each other, and hence, the 
contrasts are typically binary.

ii. While the markers have contrasting implications as to how one knows 
what is being profiled in a statement (i.e. as to what a statement is based 
on), one of the markers always implies longer and/or more direct personal 
involvement (of the ‘informant’ or ‘primary knower’, see iv.) than the 
other marker (which are best called ‘insider and outsider evidentials’, 
respectively).

iii. Contrasting markers have a shared tense-aspect (TA) value (their tertium 
comparationis, reflecting the context in which their contrasting evidential 
implications became conventionalized).

iv. Ego- and allophoric markers reflect the perspective of the same 
(evidential) origo, which corresponds to the speaker in statements, the 
addressee in questions, and the source in reported speech clauses. 



An extended source determination hypothesis

• In accordance with these characteristics, we may identify a diachronic 
mechanism which sets evidentials defined in contrasts apart from those 
defined in their own right (such as inferentials and reportatives). The 
outcome of this mechanism, viz. the meaning (which typically combines a 
TA-value with an evidential implication) of an evidential X contrasting with 
another evidential Y, appears to be determined by the following 
parameters:

i. the meaning of its own diachronic source (*X);

ii. the meaning of the construction (*Y) with which this *X (conventionally) 
became contrasted;

iii. the context(s) in which *X and *Y became contrasted;

iv. the shared TA-value *X and *Y had in this/these context(s).



Evidence for previously
unidentified diachronic processes

• This diachronic scenario – that a verbal form is defined against 
another verbal form, as their contrasting evidential implications 
conventionalize – appears not have been considered in any of 
the cross-linguistic literature on evidentiality, such as Chafe & 
Nichols (1986), Willet (1988), Johanson & Utas (2000), 
Aikhenvald (2004, 2018), or on (the evolution of) verbal 
inflection in general, e.g. Comrie (1976, 1985), Dahl (1985), 
Palmer (1986), and Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca (1994).



A look at evidentials in other regions

• Can we find evidential contrasts, viz. evidentials which are
defined against other evidentials, also in other regions of the
world?

• Yes, we can, e.g. in North American languages such as Cherokee, 
Amazonian languages such as Tuyuca (Eastern Tucanoan) and
Quechua, and in the New Guinea Highlands (e.g. Huli).

• The types found in these regions have a number of features
which have not been found in the GHR.

• But let’s first have a look at Aikhenvald’s „evidentiality systems
with two choices“…





Aikhenvald’s (2004: 25) “evidentiality systems 
with two choices”



A1: Cherokee (Iroquoian, Pulte 1985, Aikhenvald 2004: 26–7)



For A2, A3, and A5, however, ‘everything else’ is not marked

• Regarding A3, Aikhenvald (2004: 31) writes: „The reported term is 
marked, and the non-reported (‘everything else’) term is not marked.“

• The ‘everything else’ category is unmarked also for A2 and A5.

• But knowing how contrasting evidentials may affect each other’s
meanings, can we really expect for the unmarked ‘everything else’ 
category in A2 to develop a ‘firsthand’ meaning like the marked
category contrasting with ‘non-firsthand’ in A1?



Evidentials in Tuyuca according to Barnes (1984: 258)





D. (past) visual vs. other sensory vs. inferential

• In Tuyuca (Eastern Tucanoan), suffixes with an initial -w-, -t-, and -y-
respectively indicate whether the speaker saw a past event (-w-) or
inferred it from other sensory (-t-) or circumstantial (-y-) evidence; 
all three suffixes agree with person, number, and gender of the 
subject of the event, so that the endings are (acc. to Barnes 1984):



Striking differences between the evidential contrast of the
Tuyuca past tense and contrasts found in the GHR

• The Tuyuca endings exhibit agreement (in person, number and
gender) with the subject – something which is found nowhere in 
the GHR.

• A ternary contrast between two direct (‘visual’ and ‘other
sensory’) and an indirect (‘inferential’) category is nowhere found
in the GHR, the most similar contrast being that of Ladakhi
between a ‘factual’ (jot) and two direct present-tense existentials
(‘other sensory’ rak < ‘felt’, ‘visual’ duk < ‘there was’).



E. Exclusive vs. shared knowledge

• In Upper Napo Kichwa, a contrastive-focus marker (=mi) became 
contrasted with a confirmative marker (=tá), whereby the two 
markers came to indicate whether a statement is based on the 
speaker’s exclusive knowledge (=mi) or knowledge shared by 
speaker and addressee (=tá) (Grzech 2020).

• In Sihuas Quechua, this distinction was reanalyzed as being 
expressed by the vowels -i and -a, which ended up in three 
contrastive pairs of markers indicating what Hintz & Hintz (2017: 93 ~ 
5) call ‘individual vs. mutual knowledge’, namely ‘assertive’ -mi vs. -
ma, ‘conjectural’ 
-chri vs. -chra, and ‘reportative’ -shi vs. -sha.



Upper Napo Kichwa (Grzech 2020: 86, 88)



Cuzco
Quechua 
(Faller 2002; 
Grzech
2016: 78)



Striking differences between evidential contrasts found in 
Quechua and those found in the GHR

• Unlike any evidential contrast found in the GHR, the Quechua contrasts 
have no fixed TA-values, as they derive from focus markers (and thus 
occur with a variety of hosts such as nouns, adverbials, and finite 
verbal forms).

• Quechua contrasts have inter-subjective evidential meanings: =mi
indicates knowledge which contrasts with that of the addressee, while 
=tá confirms the knowledge of the addressee – I have not found any 
evidential contrast in the GHR which directly relates to the addressee’s 
stance.

• The ternary contrast documented for Cuzco Quechua includes a 
reportative marker – something I have not found in the GHR.



F. Current vs. previous evidence

• In Huli (New Guinea Highlands), =da and =ya indicate 
whether a statement about a past event is based on 
currently or previously obtained evidence (Rule 1974: 60).



Striking differences between the Huli (PNG) 
contrast and those found in the GHR

•While the inherent TA-values of all GHR evidential
contrasts primarily refer to the time at which an event
took place, the mentioned Huli evidentials refer to the
time at which knowledge about an event was acquired.

• At the same time, unlike anywhere in the GHR, the
event-time is not indicated by the evidentials, but by the
verb forms to which these are cliticized.



Conclusion
• A descriptively adequate account of evidential contrasts needs to

include agentive markers (or markers used by a speaker who is the
agent), not only in the GHR, but also in other regions of the world.

• Only if we include agentive markers do we recognize that evidentials are
often defined against one another, that such evidential contrasts always
involve an insider and an outsider evidential, and that many of these
respectively pattern ego- and allophorically.

• Apart from these contrasts, two types of evidentials are found in all 
regions: reportatives and inferentials.

• Both of these (the latter more commonly than the former) may trigger
the grammaticalization of a contrasting marker as an insider evidential.

• So it appears that traditional accounts of evidentiality stop where it gets
really interesting...



Non-contrastive evidentials

•Due to their composite structure, inferentials and
reportatives invite an evidential interpretation by
themselves.

• Thus, not only are all non-contrastive evidentials either
inferentials or reportatives, most evidential contrasts
also appear to involve such bipartite constructions – in 
fact, these constructions likely yielded the first sparks of
grammaticalized evidentiality in all the languages we’re
dealing with.



Wintu, a ‘system with five choices’



Contrasting Wintu and Kashaya



Inferentials

• Inferentials play a role in all regions in which we find grammaticalized
evidentiality

• Resultative constructions regularly allow for an inferential reading

• And in all these regions, resultative constructions are the origin of
many evidential contrasts – in inferring a past event, they became
contrasted with forms directly referring to that event.
• Tibetan and Mongolic

• Quechua, where I should (maybe) mention also the ternary distinction
between =mi, =chi, and =shi found in some varieties!? 

• PNG: current- vs. previous result distinctions!





The link between evidentiality and
egophoricity

• In the GHR, we find various evidential contrasts which appear to involve ego-
and allophoric markers, that is, markers which typically occur when the
informant respectively is and isn’t the subject in a statement. 

• However, most of these markers occur also in atypical environments, that is, 
egophoric markers when the speaker isn’t the subject in a statement, and
allophoric markers when s/he is.

• In order to distinguish and identify the basic meanings of different types of ego-
and allophoric markers, we need to pay special attention to these atypical uses.

• It then becomes clear that, at least in the GHR, egophoricity is only an 
epiphenomenon of evidential contrasts. That is, while most of the evidential
contrasts found there pattern ego- and allophorically, their meanings are more
nuanced.

• Let us retrace how the different egophoric markers developed:



The origin of egophoric markers (Type A)
• For the first type of contrasts between ego- and allophoric evidentials

discussed in this talk, the egophoric evidentials derive from copular verbs
which were reanalyzed as implying knowledge (based on best-possible
evidence) when they became contrasted with what became their
allophoric counterparts:

I. while Western Tibetic ’dug ‘was there’ came to imply that a present
state was directly witnessed by the speaker, yod ‘is there’ came to imply
that the speaker simply knows this state;

II. while Tibetic rag ‘was felt’ came to imply that an equation was 
identified from the outside, yin ‘is’ came to imply that this equation is
identified within the speaker viz. that the speaker is personally involved
in it;

III. while Wutun -li *‘became’ came to imply that knowledge about an 
event was newly integrated, yek ‘is there’ in the same morphosyntactic
contexts came to imply that the conveyed knowledge is assimilated.



The origin of egophoric markers (Type B)

• In a second type of contrast, the egophoric marker only ever occurs
when the informant is the subject. 

• This type came into being when a contrasting marker which typically
referred to events with a subject different from the speaker came to be
employed also when the speaker was the subject, namely to imply non-
privileged access to information, viz. that one lacked the privileged
access (namely will and/or control) that could be expected from the
subject of the event referred to.

• In some languages, the evidentialization of the privileged-access 
marker appears to have been prompted in reported speech clauses, 
which by default imply that the source had privileged access to the
information conveyed.



Appendix:
A tentative typology of evidential contrasts in 

the Greater Himalayan Region



I. Factual vs. direct evidential





II. High vs. low personal involvement



III. Assimilated vs. newly-integrated knowledge

ostensive



IV. Privileged vs. non-privileged access



V. Direct vs. indirect evidential



Factual vs. direct vs. indirect



Direct: informant-directed vs. neutral
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